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I

Is it possible to make money online?

When it is a matter of making money online or creating a business through the Internet, it
does not exist the rapid or easy way. Nevertheless, we have created a “step by step” system
that makes the knowledge and people's experiences that are already having results in the
performance of their online business available for you.
Besides, our experts have developed Apps and automatic Web Systems so as you could take
advantage of them without the need of advanced Internet knowledge.
No business or system can guarantee or assure your results, since these depend on your
dedication and determination in learning and doing the necessary work. For that reason, in
this material we reveal the activities, tools, details, averages of earnings, and results of
people that without previous knowledge in business, internet or social networks, have found
in this system an appropriate and reliable method to develop a business from home with big
earning potential.

The system works successfully
and it has been proved for 8 years:
To watch summary video click here: www.Destander.com

II

How does it work?

In DS International you have the possibility of starting your own
business, with a minimal initial investment, without additional
requirements of structures, or stock of products, or advanced
knowledge in computer science or programming.

It is about an online direct sales company that can be
carried out by just a PC or cell phone connected to
the Internet from the comfort of your home.
You acquire a representation to commercialize our products and
brands inside and out of the Internet in your zone or city, in the
same way, in any other country of the world through the Internet
and without moving from your home.

III How are the commissions?
In DS International you make 2 basic activities aimed to construct an active revenue that will
depend directly on your personal work (which consists in: attracting new clients to the
system and collecting a commission for every sale made), and on the other hand, to construct a passive revenue, called also bonus in terminology of the company, which will depend
on the work performed and the production achieved by the independent members that you
have added to your own business or network of independent work. In this way, you will
make 2 basic activities that will report commissions and profits according to the level or
intensity developed in each one.

The called ACTIVE REVENUE is produced for:
a) Commissions for tangible products’ sales
b) Commissions for digital and intangible products’ sales.

The called PASSIVE REVENUE is produced for:
c) Perks produced by the reached work and production achieved by every member of your team.
d) Bonus produced by the work of your team in general.
e) Commissions for spillage of your line or rising network.

IV Which are the tangible products?
DS International relies on products and own brands in one of the most
increasing industries currently: health, aesthetics, cosmetics and
personal care. Its products are produced with the highest quality standards achieving the support of health experts and professionals with
high prestige and recognition.

To see products click here:: www.Nutrirte.com

The distributor partner can buy and resell any of the tangible products of the company.
There are no minimal or maximum requirements for sale. Every distributor partner or independent businessman is the person in charge of establishing the type and size of business
and the operations he/she wants to make according to his/her expectations or effort.
The products are bought to the company directly. The distributor partner delivers them to
the client. The products can also be sent ONLINE, with credit card. The collection of commissions can be made online as well.
The commissions for sale of these tangible products, are from 50 % up to 100 %. E.g.: I buy
for 100 ARS, I resell for 200 ARS.

The company continues innovating every year as regards health products and its
formulae. Nowadays, new developments are launched every year and now also,
in different countries of the world.

V Which are the digital products or computer products?
The digital distribution (intangible) or also called digital products come into fashion with the
arrival of the Internet and the overwhelming growth of mobile technology and social
networks. People have changed their habits of consumption and especially, the way they
search for information and buy products or services through the Internet. A digital product is
a product/service that is considerably commercialized through the Internet and it can be
delivered by this route (online), e.g.: an online English course. Other examples of companies
that sell digital products are: Amazon.com, Open English, Facebook, Google, ClicBank, Fiver,
Ebay, etc.
Advantage of the online products or digital products: they need neither stock nor storage,
they do not need any reinstatement, there are no limits of sales, they do not have date of
maturity for their consumption and there is no limit of physical borders (they can be sold in
any part of the world with immediate delivery, producing almost instantaneous commissions!).
.

International DS has 4 basic Digital Products:

Pack or Immediate Recovery Member.
Pack or PREMIUM Recovery Member.
Pack or Coordinator Member.
Pack or Founder Member.
The purchase of one of these digital products entitles the distributor partner to unlimited
resale of products and to collection of commissions (in a 50%) for every sale of the Digital
Product acquired.
Each of these Digital Products contains access to DS International Business People Club.

VI What is the International Business People Club?
It is a virtual space where people access from the Online Office of the Company (BackOffice)
and where the independent distributor partners are (who have acquired one the Digital
Products mentioned before). In DS International Business People Club there are trainings
received and direct guide of the most experienced businessmen who develop the same
business and thus, they rely on exclusive training of prestigious lecturers all around the world
such as Patricio Peker, Alex Dei, Ismael Cala, among others.

VII

How can I make money with International DS?

You can make money with International DS in the following way:
a) For the resale of tangible products, online or in a direct form (person-to-person).
b) For the sale of online products or digital products.
c) For accumulation of bonus and perks (for the production of your team of independent
partners).
d) For different commissions and special prizes produced by your online and offline distribution network.

VIII What are the bonuses?
They are a percentage of your members-distributors network production.
The bonus are collected up to the fifth level of depth. (See graphic)
The percentage changes according to your level or status inside the career scheme of the
company.
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What are all the levels of the career scheme?

The career scheme let you climb and obtain important extra benefits, as recognitions, new
status, new commissions, etc.
This schedule has 7 levels, from Team Manager to Millionaires Team 3 Diamonds that run
your business and help other people to do the same task as you. It will be climbing level by
level inside the career schedule. For more information, check the Manual of Career and
Terms in our web:

www.Destander.com

X How many clients can I have?
There are no limits in the quantity of sales, clients or size of business you want to develop.

XI How many people can I add or invite to my business?
All the people you want, without limits.

XII Why do I have access to a Global Business?
You can invite and add people to your independent business, in a local way (in your city) in a
national way (in other cities of your country) and in an international way (in other countries).
You will collect your commissions for sales and purchases of every person of your team,
wherever they live.

XIII In what country do I have to live to be able to

run the business and how do I collect my profits?

It does not matter in which country you are! In International DS, you can
generate incomes in any part of the world. All the countries with connection to the Internet can take part of the creation of the network and
collect the commissions, bonus and perks.
Your profits will be paid every month, when you decide it and without
requirements of any kind (except for the legal or tax requirements of your
country) DS transfers the money to the account you indicate by bank
chain, for thereby, it is taken an absolute transparency of all your operations.
Argentina, Colombia, the U.S.A and Brazil are the countries that already
rely on tangible products thus the complete line of digital products. If you
do not live in anyone of these countries, you can commercialize the
products through the Internet anyway, in the countries where the products are.

Currently, the Company is progressively working to launch the products in the following
countries: Mexico, Chile, Uruguay, Bolivia, Peru, Canada, Panama, Honduras, Costa Rica, El
Salvador, Italy, England, Spain and Australia. This is the best time to start making money
online with the Digital Products and create your online team.

XIV In which countries can I expand my business?
The company has its offices in Argentina and the U.S.A, from where it operates and manages its activities worldwide. It also has subsidiaries in other regions, for the development of
specific strategies in each area. You can add people in any country of the world where an
Internet connection exists, since being an online business, it is developed 100 % through the
internet.

XV How can I start?
You can start or you can join the company buying the Initial Business KIT:
This investment is made just once. See costs here: www.Destander.com/pagos

-The Initial Business KIT contains:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Access to your Virtual Administrative Office.
Website with your own extension.
Autoresponder System (automatic sending mails to your contacts).
Assistance via mail and telephone.
Access to product marketing and digital products you have previously purchased.
Training and practice area in your Virtual Office.
Access to live webcast training.

The INITIAL KIT is totally reimbursed
when you acquire a digital product
directly. That is to say, you can begin
your business buying one of the 4 digital
products mentioned before instead of
buying the kit of business and thus, you
will save the value of the kit.
The prices change according to the country.
See here: www.Destander.com/pagos

XVI Do I have an extra charge?
Besides your initial investment (which is just once), there is a monthly maintenance charge
(29 USD). The first month is completely reimbursed in order that you could give the first
steps in your business. Then, you can make the payment with the earnings generated by the
same system.

What is included in this monthly payment?
The maintenance of your Virtual Office, System of Live Trainings, Web Sites, and your Business License or Representation of the brand in the whole world.

XVII What is the FIRST STEP?
STEP 1:
Choose your membership entry and make your payment from HERE:
www.destander.com/pagos

STEP 2:
Inform your payment to soporte@destander.com

STEP 3:
Login to your Virtual Office and follow the steps that are specified to develop an action
schedule according to your goals and expectations.

STEP 4:
Start using the products and digital products and sharing them with other people!

STEP 5:
Enjoy your business from your home, enjoy yourself and share your success with other
people!

Contact
ARGENTINA Central Office
Soporte@Destander.com
0810 777 4867 / 0351-4294859
Miami - Florida - Central House
7950 NW 53rd Street
Suite 337
Miami, FL 33166
support@destander.com
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